The world and your guests have moved to messaging - Your hotels should too
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THE EXPERIENCE

A Guest Experience
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with you regardless.
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solution focused on
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This unprecedented
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We help you win more
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Natural language

of those not-so-loyal
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experience to guests
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CHANNELS

thru In-stay and

1. Property Facebook Page

thereafter.

2. FB Messenger

hotels on the same apps
they use every day to
talk to their friends and
family.

experiences, for tens of
thousands of their
granular questions and
requests.
They also receive
enticing pre-booking
offers on their phones
during a conversation.

AI from pre-booking

Guests talk to their

Guests get instant

3. WhatsApp

REQUIRED
INVESTMENT

4. SMS/Text

$199 per property per

5. Property Website

month payable annually

6. Hotel Booking Site

in advance

7 Hotel App
8 Google Hotel Searches

Setup Cost: $2700

KEY METRICS

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS

A 1% increase in bookings for a 200 room hotel with 70% occupancy and average room rate of $180

Remote Agent Support

will yield $7560 each month.

from India

Cuts Contact Center costs by up to 80%.
*https://www.deloitte.co.uk/hotelindustryconference/assets/pdf/deloitte-uk-sentiment-survey-200703.pdf

